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            Frogmore Consultings training is a real movement within the training and development arena. We wanted to upskill our people to give them more confidence to enhance their day-to-day work ethics and knowledge."

            Louise Rengozzi, Marketing & Comms Manager, Crunch Simply Digital 
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            Marianne provides honest reality checks and insightful wisdom that can be implemented for instant results and business growth. "

            Sarah John, Boss Brewing
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            After Mariannes course on Customer Care as Profit Source I had so many great ideas. 
I talked for ages afterwards about it with my colleague/husband.  The day flew by because of Mariannes witty presentation style.  The best course on marketing I have been on so far.
"

            Cathy Fenton, Gower Adventures
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            Marianne's professionalism and high degree of energy makes everything she does a tremendous success and extremely motivational. Always using a creative approach her expertises in marketing, service or creating sales are exceptional. "

            Linda Narbeth, Cherry Blue
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            Marianne has helped me look at the business in a different way and has shown me a different way of doing things.  The business is changing for the better with the help from Frogmore Consulting and I look forward to continuing our work with them in the future.


"

            David Edwards M.D. The PlayKing
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            Within minutes of meeting with Marianne, she had used her clever questioning technique to help me solve my problem. She is such an excellent mentor and clever motivator."

            Gill Hands the Speech House Hotel
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            After just one session the staff were more confident in expressing their views, which lead to a change in procedures and resulted in higher service levels."

            Hotel Falcondale
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            We teamed up with Frogmore to help drive standards in the centre through a very detailed Mystery shopper process being implemented. We are very pleased with the results we were getting."

            LC2 - Swansea
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            The team were more proactive and motivated, with better communication teamwork - Marianne is a great trainer who involves everyone that attends."

            Town and Country Hotels
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            The course created an opportunity for staff to refresh and further develop their knowledge of Customer Service. The staff really enjoyed the course and the team are performing well."

            National Waterfront Museum
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            Working with Marianne was a pleasure. She got me to focus on targeting my marketing for it to become more effective. I look forward to working with her again in the near future."

            Lolfa Cynin
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Frogmore Consulting is South Wales's best known award winning Customer Experience Management Consultancy with an impressive and long standing client list in the UK tourism and leisure sector.
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Marianne Pettifor is the principal consultant for Frogmore Consulting and works closely with a small team of specialist consultants, each with a background in all aspects of Marketing the Experience.




We offer monthly public workshops and bespoke workshops in line with clients marketing objectives:


	Customer care as a profit source
	Customer experience management
	Generating sales
	Building your on line marketing strategy
	Using online design tools to implement your strategy 
	Driving traffic to your web site
	Making the most of social media
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   Creating a social media post on the benefits of marketing
Are you wondering why marketing is an absolute game-changer for your business? Let's dive into the incredible benefits it brings to the table!

Read more +


Swansea Bay Business Club
3rd December 2021 Celebration Event Christmas Lunch

Read more +
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            We use cookies on our website, for full details please see our Privacy Policy.
We would like your consent to use cookies that allow us to give you a personalised experience and advertise to you elsewhere on the internet. Click ALLOW if you're happy for us to do this. You can also choose to disable all optional cookies by clicking DISABLE.
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